
Year 4 Overview 

Focus – History, Art & DT  Vicious Vikings!   Autumn Term 1 

 

Literacy 

Literacy fiction texts: Norse mythology 

 

Purpose: To entertain, report and discuss. 

 

Writing Focus: 

- Extending the range of sentences with more than 

one clause by using a wider range of conjunctions. 

- Use the present perfect form of verbs in contrast 

to the past tense. 

- Choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for 

clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition. 

 

Mathematics 

Place Value  

Round numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.  

Count up in 1000s and 500s.  

Partition five-digit numbers to show understanding of each 

column in the place value system.  

Addition and Subtraction  

Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the 

formal written methods of column addition and subtraction. 

 Measurement  

Measure and calculate the perimeter of rectilinear shapes.  

Multiplication  

Recall multiplication facts up to and including 12x12 

 

Science 

 

Identify how sounds are made, associating some of them 

with something vibrating. 

Find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features 

of the object that produced it. 

Investigate how the volume of sound changes as the 

distance from the source is increased. 

PSHE 
Friendship, Conflict Resolution. 

Exploring different ways of resolving conflict 

and the importance of friendship. 

What makes me a successful learner? 

Computing 

Code a game using ‘Scratch’. 

 

Refine algorithms using Unplugged 

 

RE 

The Old Testament 

How did belief in God affect the actions of people in the Old 

Testament? 

History  

Who were the Vikings? What do we know about 

their lives and beliefs? 

Where did they come from and where did they 

settle? What were their settlements like? 

ART/DT 

Clay sculpture long boats 

Drawing Viking patterns 

Design and make Viking shield. 

Music 

Mamma Mia by ABBA  
Learning is focused around songs by the '70s 

group, ABBA. Dimensions of music (pulse, 

rhythm, pitch etc), singing and playing 

instruments are all linked.   

PE 

Real PE  

SMSC and British Values 

Learning the rules, routines and expected behaviour in the classroom and developing a sense of enjoyment and fascination in learning about themselves, 

others and the world around them.  

- Understanding of the consequences of their behaviour and actions. 


